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ABSTRACT
The article outlines the results of the authors' research into approaches to the implementation of educational products for the global energy sector that meet industry-specific challenges of today. The authors identify the distinguishing features of global energy education that determine the need for its synchronization with the development of the world's energy markets. The authors summarize the experience of designing such educational programs by leading universities of the world. The summary makes it possible to identify a number of benchmarks for comparative analysis of the content characteristics of the programs (inclusion of interdisciplinary courses, territorial and modular flexibility, network cooperation etc.). The authors have designed their own method of assessing the competitiveness of educational programs for the global energy sector that is based on the above indicators and includes building a registry of universities that participate in the market of global energy education. The method also provides for comparison and expert assessment of the educational content and teaching methods in use in order to see whether they are in line with present-day tasks of the energy sector and competences in demand. The analysis served as a basis for the Global Energy Business master's degree project that was implemented at Ural Federal University. The results of the research could be useful to university for bringing educational process arrangements up to date, or to energy companies for personnel development purposes.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Changes that are taking place in the global energy sector at the moment are characterized by the following trends.

Hyperconnectivity of the energy markets at the regional, national and international levels. The problems coming to the forefront are associated with finding rational solutions for the construction of major electricity and pipeline systems that spread over several countries; changes to the traditional structure of energy markets (for example, the energy commodities market is gradually converting into a market of energy services and innovative technologies); lower risks and reduced uncertainty about demand for energy carriers, prices and investment resources (Canton [1], Fredette et al. [2]).

Energy systems are growing increasingly intelligent and integrated with other infrastructure industries. Some experts observe that the energy sector is turning into a “system-of-systems” the sustainable development of which is based on the application of energy information systems, the development of “smart” energy infrastructure (Smart Grid) and multi-agent management (Agusdinata and Delaurentis [3], Mittai et al. [4], Bushuev et al. [5]).

Technologies that are used in energy generation and related processes are getting increasingly complex. E.g., new techniques are emerging for electricity accumulation and storage, long-range wireless power transfer, remote monitoring and service of energy equipment (Gudmestad and Traa [6], Boothroyd [7]).
A transition of environmentally friendly and energy efficient production, tougher climate change regulations and an exponential growth in “clean” (“green”) energy consumption, the rapid expansion of renewable energy (Genon et al. [8], Panepinto et al. [9]).

These profound and rapid changes emphasize the urgency of the problem of training professionals for work under the new conditions. More specifically, some studies indicate growing demand for specialists who have competence in engineering and economics and engineering and management, who have an equally good understanding of the nuances of new energy technologies and their impact on business results and business models of energy companies (Trachuk [10], Gielen [11], Santandreu-Mascarell et al. [12], Report [13], Chryssolouris et al. [14]). Other papers note that the global energy sector is short of workers who are familiar with the intricacies of market mechanisms in the energy sector and the relationship between technology, geopolitics, international law, and cybersecurity. In this regard, it might be interesting to analyze the market of global energy education and the content of educational products offered by leading universities, and to identify criteria that determine the competitive edge of these products in the context of the development of a new energy paradigm (Report [15], Hardcastle [16], Report [17]).

2 ENERGY GLOBALIZATION PROBLEMS AND REQUIREMENTS FOR GLOBAL ENERGY EDUCATION

Global energy business develops on the basis of a network of cross-national energy markets that include energy commodity markets, markets of energy innovations (both technological and organizational), energy equipment markets, engineering and energy service markets. Among those involved in the global energy market today are:

- multinational energy companies and innovation venture companies;
- intergovernmental (supranational) regulatory bodies and market regulators;
- national energy systems, either standalone or globally incorporated.

One has to bear it in mind that the development of global energy business and the global energy market is inextricably linked to numerous barriers that hamper the process. In the context of global energy business, the key problem has to do with the difficulty of creating a single platform for innovation development through the creation of a global zone for free trade in energy innovations ranging from equipment to information technologies.

The process also calls for developing unified technical standards and international regulations for global energy business and the global energy market on the basis solutions that are accepted by the energy community. The regulations should contain the following value guidelines:

1. Total openness of scientific and technological information;
2. International innovation exchange;
3. Free and non-discriminatory access of energy companies based in any country to all segments of global energy markets;
4. Cooperation among several countries for jointly designing innovative products and minimizing associated innovation risks.

Another issue of global energy market development is economic and political competition between countries. For example, power generating countries and companies leading the way in energy technology innovation seek to preserve their competitive advantages. This results
It is natural to study the development of the global energy market in terms of its inextricable relationship with global energy education that forms knowledge and competencies for overcoming barriers on the way to energy market globalization and sustainable development of the energy sector. In a certain sense, global energy education is becoming a full-fledged segment of the global energy market and should be synchronized with the development of other segments.

The authors define global energy education as a multi-format process of knowledge transfer to the widest possible audience - from heads of household and students to political figures and energy professionals in the field of energy efficiency, energy conservation, sustainable development of energy markets amid globalization. Multiple formats mean that a variety of instructional methods and formats are used and that the learning process is closely integrated with research and best industrial practices. This definition of global energy education makes it possible to split it into three tiers:

- basic energy education aimed at raising awareness of a wider audience (Singh and Mulholland [18]);
- programs tailored to politicians and persons involved in making decisions about the development of the energy sector at the government and regional levels;
- advanced energy education for professionals, i.e., a new generation of energy managers. This constitutes the subject of this paper.

The main features of global energy education are (Gitelman [19], Ciobanescu Husanu and Chion [20], Gitelman and Isaev [21]):

- adherence to the concept of sustainable energy development that takes into account national interests, regional features and links with industrial production within the emerging industrial order;
- a comprehensive and inter-disciplinary approach to teaching that combines engineering and managerial issues;
- emphasis on a holistic vision of the entire system of the fuel and energy sector - from extraction of primary energy sources to consumption of end energy carriers;
- involvement of universities, industrial and consulting companies that have previously participated in consortia in the implementation of educational products (Ilina and Putilov [22]);
- implementation of a special international project for the training of future leaders who will be capable of designing national energy programs based on the global energy development strategy (e.g., a university energy training course).

Global energy education is built on a foundation of methodological issues of national energy policies and strategies of energy corporations that are based on long-term trends in energy economics.

Changes that occur in contemporary global education are always so rapid and radical that the existing educational programs are too inert to meet new interdisciplinary requirements.
3 A METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH TO ASSESSING THE COMPETITIVENESS OF EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS

To study the present state of global energy education the authors analyzed the competitiveness of existing educational programs that are offered by leading universities of the world. Within the context of the study, competitiveness is defined as a combination of attributes that define the ability of a program to address present-day challenges confronting the global energy sector. For this purpose, a method of assessing the competitiveness of educational programs was developed. The logic behind it is shown in Fig. 1.

The approach essentially consists of calculating the average “benchmark” values of the following measures:

- language of instruction;
- annual tuition fee;
- duration of the program;
- study format.
- indicator of network cooperation (partnership), calculated by formula (1):

\[ NC = U_p + C_p \] (1)

where NC is the network cooperation indicator; Up is the number of partner universities participating in the program; Cp is the number of partner companies participating in the programme;

- interdisciplinarity indicator calculated by formula (2):

\[ IDI = \frac{Ms}{M} \] (2)

where IDI is the interdisciplinarity indicator; Ms is the number of modules (course) that supplement the core content of the program; M is the total number of modules (courses).

Interdisciplinary courses (modules) are the ones that form knowledge to ensure a holistic vision of relationships, processes and algorithms in different fields of science and academic disciplines that are needed for solving practice-related tasks (Genon et al. [8], Panepinto et al. [9]).

\[ IDI = \frac{Ms}{M} \] for example, in order to train energy managers, management and economic courses might be complemented with basic courses in engineering and technology and courses that cover geopolitics or energy law as modern trends. The latter will be considered supplementary to the core of the program (Gitelman and Isaev[23]).

- indicator of structural (modular) flexibility, calculated by formula (3):

\[ MF = \frac{Me}{M'} \] (3)

where MF is the indicator of modular flexibility; Me is the number of elective modules (courses);

- indicator of territorial flexibility, calculated by formula (4):

\[ TF = DU_p + FU_p \] (4)
where $TF$ is the indicator of territorial flexibility; $DU_p$ is the number of domestic partner universities provide not only instructors, but also facilities (laboratories, research centers) and funding for learning; $FU_p$ is a similar indicator applied to foreign partner universities.

The designed mechanism makes it possible to compare obtained “benchmark” values with real-life indicator values of a program being developed. One of the advantages of the proposed method is not only the simplicity of calculations and the use of open-source data for evaluation, but also its high adaptability to the specific nature of the global energy sector and present-day educational standards.

4 VALIDATION OF THE METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH ON THE BASIS OF MASTER’S DEGREE PROGRAMS IN GLOBAL ENERGY EDUCATION

Master's degree programs that are found in the Financial Times' ranking of masters in management courses served as the basis for validating the methodological approach (Rating [24]).

The sampling included over 100 programs. The final list contained 14 master’s programs in energy, only six of them being implemented as directly linked to global energy business.

The preliminary assessment results are shown in Table 1; mean “benchmark” values are in Table 2. Figs 2 and 3 depict comparative analysis of the programs.

Content analysis shows that among the six programs in global energy business that made it into the FT rating four are based in Europe (three in Great Britain and one in Scotland) and two are based in North America (USA and Canada). The care of the core curriculum in the programs ranges from 20% to 1,000% (Fig. 2).

Management courses account for 55% of the core curriculum. Law courses take up an average of 5%, and the rest is shared by engineering and economic disciplines (Fig. 3).

The study of the structure of educational programs showed that the content of the curriculum corresponds to the challenges faced by the global energy sector (Fig. 4). For example, European universities implemented global energy programs in line with the SET.
PLAN roadmap that covers the key aspects of global energy market development (Report [25], Köhler et al. [26], Kahloun and Ghannouchi [27]).

Table 1: Educational programs in global energy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>University/Program</th>
<th>Network cooperation</th>
<th>Interdisciplinarity</th>
<th>Structural flexibility</th>
<th>Territorial flexibility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technical University of Denmark/MBA “Wind Energy”</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>59%</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Warwick/MBA “Global Energy”</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WU Executive Academy Vienna/MBA “Energy Management”</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London School of Business and Finance / “Global MBA”</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middlesex University London / MBA “Global Energy Management”</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Strathclyde Business School / MBA “Global Energy Management”</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grenoble Graduate School of Business / MBA “Advanced Master’s In Energy Marketing And Management”</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESCP Europe Business School/MBA “Energy management”: Executive Masters</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESCP Europe Business School/MBA “Energy management”: MSc</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business School University of Colorado/MBA “Global Energy Management”</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Calgary/MBA “Global Energy”</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulane University: Freeman School of Business / “Master of Management in Energy”</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University Technology Petronas/MBA “Energy Management”</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyoto University / “International Energy Science Course”</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Global Renewable Energy Education and Training (GREET)”</td>
<td>Depends on</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>Depends on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“UNESCO/ISEDIC Cosponsored Fellowships Program”</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REC Renewable Types of Energy and Installations/ Master's programs “Non conventional sources of energy and renewable”, ”Design, building and management of renewable energy installations”</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: General assessment of master's programs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Mean values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Language of instruction</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual tuition fee, $</td>
<td>1 760 000 (29 300)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration, years</td>
<td>1.5-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study format</td>
<td>Full time and online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of network partners</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interdisciplinarity level, %</td>
<td>17.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural flexibility, %</td>
<td>24.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Territorial flexibility</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2: Share of core job-related disciplines in master's programs.

Figure 3: Structure of core disciplines in master's programs.
5 GLOBAL ENERGY BUSINESS PROGRAM AT URAL FEDERAL UNIVERSITY

The research and educational centre for engineering and economic interdisciplinary studies and educational programs of Ural Federal University (REC Inzhek) has created and implements a master’s program called “Global Energy Business”. The objective of the program is to train management professionals with a potential to advance their career to the level of top management and leading analysts with a broad vision and unconventional approaches capable of operation on global and national energy markets.

Fig. 5 shows a general structure of the program components. The sufficient number of engineering courses included in the program is in line with contemporary trends in global energy education. Among the engineering courses comprised by the program are disciplines that study the development of cutting-edge energy technology, energy efficiency and energy conservation, including renewables, environmental issues faced by energy companies, energy maintenance services, energy service etc. (Lanshina and Barinova [28], Berengarten et al. [29], Margun et al. [30]).

An assessment of the educational program conducted using the proposed methodology yielded results that are summarized in Table 3. As prescribed by the methodology, mean values were accepted as benchmarks for assessing the competitiveness of the newly designed program in the field of global energy. The calculations indicate that the new program outperforms the benchmarks for all indicators, which is a proof of its competitive advantage.
Table 3: Assessment of the competitive of educational program “Global Energy Business”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Value for Global Energy Business program</th>
<th>Relation to mean value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Language of instruction</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual tuition fee, $</td>
<td>3,500–4,000</td>
<td>&lt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration, years</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>≈</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study format</td>
<td>Full time</td>
<td>≈</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of partners</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>&gt;&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interdisciplinary level</td>
<td>17,1</td>
<td>=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural flexibility, %</td>
<td>85,7 (77,1)</td>
<td>&gt;&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Territorial flexibility</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>≈</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 CONCLUSION
The analysis established that despite a general trend only a handful of universities and educational establishments across the globe added global energy education to their priority agenda. Nevertheless, the number of universities that realize the importance of energy education and start to implement relevant projects grows year-on-year (Krivova et al. [31], Turner [32]).

The authors’ investigations prove the expanding role of the combination of engineering and economic and engineering and managerial competencies against the backdrop of technological advances in the energy sector. The highly dynamic and turbulent environment, uncertainty and risks highlight the importance of adopting the principles of “forward-looking” education at universities. Forward-looking education becomes especially critical for the highly inert and capital-intensive energy sector as, among other things, it addresses the issues of communication with pro-active consumers (Rukavishnikova et al. [33], Ocktiewicz [34]).
Forward-looking education focuses on the study of methods and practices of detecting dangerous fluctuations in the external environment and countering global threats. Trend-setting foreign innovations are analyzed to see whether they can be applied in individual national economies and whether they need to be fine-tuned (localized). Good methodological products that have been successfully tested can be considered an internationally marketable scientific product or an item for exchange with partners abroad. It also makes sense to forge ties between major energy countries in different countries in order to elaborate common approaches to building effective management systems that are designed to deal with new challenges, and to implement educational products in cooperation with consulting companies and centers of expertise and analysis.
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